NEW BLOWN
-An Int’l Standard School-

1st Term
1st Week Lesson Plan-2021
Grade-IV
Subject
B.G.S
Science
Religion

Lesson description
Chapter:1, Our environment and society, page: (2) reading practice
with bengali meaning.
Chapter-01: Living things in the Environment: Pg-(02-05) R/P with
related MCQ , S/Q and F/B (Book Act: Pg- 02,04) CW
Pg: (1-3,half) meaning,sq,m,f/b

Math
Religion

Chapter:1, Our environment and society, page: (4) reading practice
with bengali meaning.
Chapter-1: Large number an place value: Pg-3, Ex- (1,2) (C.W)
Pg: (3-6) meaning,sq,m,f/b

English-I

Pg:(2-5) R/P, Ex CW/HW

Bangla-II

শব্দ: উৎপত্তি, গঠন ও অর্ অনু
থ
সারে প্রকােরেদ ও প্ররযেকটিে একটি করে
উদাহেণ (পৃ : ২৩-২৪) C.W. + memo

B.G.S

Science

Chapter-01: R/P pg- (06-09) with related MCQ , S/Q and F/B + Pg10 (1,2,5) CW on book (Book act : Pg- 06, 08) CW

Bangla-II
Math
English-I

সত্তি ত্তিরেদ (১,২,৩,৪) নং পণান্ন-মরহশ্বে (পৃ : ৩৬-৩৭) C.W. + memo

Math
Bangla-I
English-II

Chapter-1: Pg-6, Ex- (4), pg-7; Ex- 5 (C.W)

Spoken
Bangla-I
English-II

Chapter-1: Pg-5, Ex- (2,3) (C.W)
Pg: (6-9) R/P, Ex CW/HW

বাাংলাদেদের প্রকৃতি ∶ তরত াং (পৃষ্ঠা ∶ ১-৩) ও অনুেীলনী (১,৩,৪)

Sentences: Definition and kinds – EGC pg. 29, 30, 32, 33, 34 38.
বাাংলাদেদের প্রকৃতি ∶ অনুেীলনী (২এর ক-গ )

Changing Sentences: Affirmative to Negative – G.G pg. (107 -109)

NEW BLOWN
-An Int’l Standard School-

1st Term
2nd Week Lesson Plan-2021
Grade-IV
Subject
B.G.S
Science
Religion

Lesson description
Chapter: 3, Ethnic groups of Bangladesh, page: (10,12) reading
practice with bengali meaning.
Chapter-01: Pg-(10) S/Q 3 (1-3)memo + CW, Q- 4 (CBQ) 1, 2
memo (from sheet)
Pg: (7-9,half) meaning,sq,m,f/b

Math
Religion

Chapter: 3, Ethnic groups of Bangladesh, page: (14,16) reading
practice with bengali meaning.
Chapter-1: Pg-12, Ex-1; Pg-13, Ex-2; Pg-15, Ex-3 (C.W)
Pg: (9,10) meaning,sq,m,f/b ± kalima shahadat with meaning memo

English-I

Pg: (10-15) R/P, Ex CW/HW

Bangla-II

পদ পত্তেিযথন:ত্তিরশষ্ে থর্রক ত্তিরশষ্ণ এিং ত্তিরশষ্ণ থর্রক ত্তিরশষ্ে (অল্পযা ননশ) (পৃ : ৫১-৫২) C.W. + memo

Science

Chapter-01: Q- 4 (CBQ) 3,4 memo (from sheet) + S/Q (all from
sheet ) memo + CW

B.G.S

Bangla-II
Math
English-I

িচন পত্তেিযথন : থমােগ- অঙ্গ (পৃ : ৫৮) C.W. + memo

Math
Bangla-I
English-II

Chapter-10: Pg-126: Ex-3,4,5 (C.W)

Chapter-1: Pg-18, Ex-1,2,3 (C.W)
Pg: (16-21) R/P, Ex CW/HW

বাাংলাদেদের প্রকৃতি ∶ অনুেীলনী – ২(ঘ, ঙ), ৫,৬

Noun: Definition and kinds – EGC pg. ( 41 – 46).

Spoken
Bangla-I
English-II

বাাংলাদেদের প্রকৃতি ∶ তরত াং থেদক েূনযস্থান তিতর ও অনুদেে থেদক প্রশ্ন তিতর
চচচা

Nouns: Singular and Plural - G.G pg.(6 -11)

2nd Week

New Blown
- An Int’l Standard School-

Sub: Elementary Science

Class: Grade-IV

Name: ______________________

Roll no:_______

Shift:________

Merit Test

Chapter:01
Living Things and Environment
1.

Fill in the blanks:

a) All living things need _____________.
b) A _________ is a place where Plants grow and animals live in .
c) Animals drink water to help ___________ their food.
d) All living things need energy to __________.
e) Plants get energy from the ____________.
f)

They have ___________ forests for land to cultivate crops.

g) The ___________ change can affect the changes in rainfall and temperature.
h) The natural disasters cause ____________ damage to human life.

2.

Short answered questions:
a) What do living things need to Survive?
b) How many types of environment?
c) What do plants need to make food?
d) What cause environmental changes?
e) What kinds of natural disaster may change the environment?

2nd Week

New Blown
- An Int’l Standard School-

Sub: Elementary Science

Class: Grade-IV

Chapter:01
Living Things and Environment
1.
a.

Competency Based Questions :
How have humans changed environment? Write five sentences about it.
Ans: Environmental changes can be caused by natural disasters and human activities.
Human have been cutting down trees to use as fuel or building materials. They have
cleared forests for land to cultivate crops or livestock for food and to build houses,
roads, and factories. Human is also changing an environment to get natural resources.

b.

What will happen to the green grasses if we put a brick on them for some days?
Why?
Ans: Plants need air, light to grow. If we put a brick on the green grasses it will be
yellow colour of its leaves and stems. Because, all living beings need certain
temperature and light for living. Lacking of sunlight and temperature it becomes
yellow. It is not growing well. So, plants need sunlight, water and air to growing well.

c.

Write five differences between habitat and shelter?
Ans: The differences between habitat and shelter are given below:
Habitat
1. A habitat is the natural home.
2. Habitats consist of both the biotic and
non-biotic factors that found in the
environment.
3. It is the part of natural environment.
4. It provides the organisms that live there
with food, water , shelter and space to
survive.
5. It is the permanent condition of living.

Shelter
1. A shelter is the artificial home.
2. Maximum time shelter consist a of
biotic factors.
3. It is the part of habitat.
4. It provides with protection by shelters.

5. It is the temporary condition of living.

